
The Undermining of the Police Chief by the PPPC 
government has caused untold suffering for Guyanese 

 

The questioning of Acting Police Chief Leroy 
Brummel revealed what some knew and 
many had suspected for years. That the 
Police Chief was largely a nominal figure. A 
place holder position designed by Rohee and 
the PPPC government and that the Police 

Department has been deliberately under-resourced, under-
manned, under-paid and under-trained by the PPPC government. 
What was also made clear is how the Police Chief was 
systematically undermined and his authority usurped to ensure 
that he would only as powerful as Rohee and the PPPC 
government wanted him to be. 

To his credit, yesterday Brummel opted out of the script of the old 

PPPC movie. The script which so many other spineless Black 

leaders have followed unquestioningly in exchange for a ‘good’ 

position and a ‘good’ payoff. Yesterday Brummel stepped forward 

and opted to tell the truth about his role in the Guyana Police 

Force, the truth about the overreach, disrespect and interference 

from Rohee and the PPPC and the truth about how he was largely 

left out of the loop on the developments which transpired in 

Linden. Yesterday, he was probably breathing a sign of relief that 

the ruthless Rohee and his compromised puppet Hicken left him 

out of their nefarious plan. 

There can be no question today about why in a small country like 

Guyana, murders and other crimes are out of control. Why young 

women are continually murdered by their spouses an 

overwhelming number of them Indian women, why domestic abuse 

persists unabated, why there were more than 140 murders last 

year, why there were around 2000 break-ins and nearly 800 cases 

of wounding, larceny and rapes in Guyana and why Guyanese 

citizens are left as unwitting victims of PPPC’s fear of its armed 



forces, and their consequent commitment to diminish and cripple 

its effectiveness, leaving the citizens of Guyana living in a crime 

infested bastion of mediocrity and poverty. 

The PPPC cabal’s deliberate strategy of undermining the police 

force’s effectiveness has basically left 750,000 citizens on their 

own, largely unprotected and often as prey to armed and 

determined bandits, as politicians live their lives, safely ensconced 

in their grand homes with their families, protected by their secret 

private militias with high powered, automatic weapons. They have 

no love for country, and they simply do not care about the people 

of Guyana. 

Is this fair to the citizens of Guyana? Of course it’s not fair, but this 

situation is not about fairness, this is about a cabal of ruthless, 

greedy men and women who are determined to exact revenge, to 

rape and pillage the people’s resources, to ensure absolutely 

power in perpetuity and to leave the Guyanese people 

defenseless, damaged and confused and prone to set upon and 

destroy each other while the PPPC cabal celebrates and counts 

their bars of gold…literally. 

Many of these facts are difficult to process and citizens continue to 

wonder how it is possible for a government to so easily sacrifice 

her own people on the alter of political expediency. The people of 

Guyana must understand that the PPPC cabal views the world 

through an ethnic lens and therefore considers a strong, well 

trained, well paid, well educated, well led Police Department to be 

a significant threat to its own existence, particularly in light of the 

ethic make up of the institution. They simply do not trust that a 

professional force, sworn to protect and serve will do just that and 

with pride. They are guilty, thus they lack trust and for that, the 

people of Guyana must pay. 

And so, we will continue to see paid PPPC agents like Hicken and 



Watts act with an impunity guaranteed to them by their association 

with Rohee and the PPPC government. If the people do not stand 

up and insist on change, there will be more Linden massacres, 

more Yohance Douglas’, more Shaquille Grants, more murdered 

women, more cases of domestic violence, more drug dealings, 

more bars on doors and windows, more child molesters and more 

innocent victims of an evil and insecure government. The PPPC 

government remains short-sighted and like most ruthless regimes 

will not see the revolution unfolding until it is too late. If the 

government of Guyana does not take this opportunity to get rid of 

Rohee and to reinvest in the Guyana Police Force, they will find 

themselves surprised and stunned by the force unleashed by the 

people when they finally decide that they have had enough. By 

that time, it will be too late for lies, promises, regrets and 

platitudes. 
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